Creative Industry
Tax Reliefs

Tax Reliefs
It is known that providing targeted tax relief to specific business sectors stimulates economic
growth. It allows targeted firms to invest more and grow their business. This in turn means
that the government can collect more taxes through improved profitability. It also creates
jobs.

Creative Industry Tax Relief is a series of 8 Corporation Tax reliefs which allow qualifying
companies to reduce the amount of Corporation Tax that they pay. Alternatively, they can
receive a repayable tax credit if they make a loss.

Our experience, knowledge and proven track record in
the areas of Creative Industry Tax Reliefs, has allowed
us to assist businesses in reducing their corporation tax
bills and claiming repayable tax credits
For more information, with a no obligation guarantee,
get in touch with one of our tax specialists today.
Chartered Accountants ¦ Registered Auditors ¦ Business Advisors ¦ Corporate Finance ¦ Tax Specialists
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Film Tax Relief
Who can qualify for Film Tax Relief?
In order to qualify the company must be involved with decision-making and directly
negotiate contracts and pay for rights, goods and services. It must also be involved
throughout development from pre-production until completion and delivery of the
film.
What is being produced by the company must be certified as British by passing a
cultural test. If it does not pass the cultural test it must qualify through an
internationally agreed co-production treaty. The certification is organised by the
British Film Institute (BFI on behalf of the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport.
For work which is uncompleted the BFI will issue an interim certificate and a final
certificate will be issued when production is completed.
•
•

The film must be intended for theatrical release
At least 10% of the core costs must relate to activities in the UK

How much can you claim?

Qualifying companies can claim an additional deduction on their Corporation Tax
Return which will reduce their profits or increase any loss thereby reducing their
Corporation Tax liability. As an alternative they can surrender a loss in return for a
repayable tax credit.
The additional deduction will be the lower of:
•
•

80% of the total core expenditure
the amount of UK core expenditure

Essentially, core expenditure is expenditure incurred on pre-production, principal
photography and post-production. It excludes expenditure on development,
distribution or other nonproduction activities
If the company is shown to make a loss after applying the additional deduction on
it’s Corporation Tax Return, all or part of the loss can be surrendered in return for a
repayable tax credit at a rate of 25%.
The claim should be made within one year of the company’s filing date and can be
amended or withdrawn within that period.
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Working examples for Film Tax Relief

A film production company produces and releases the film The Father. Upon it’s
release it generates income of £9m before the end of the financial year and has
total costs of £7m.
Of the £7m in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£4.8m(1).

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Film Tax Relief was not applied:

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Film Tax Relief was applied:

Income

£9,000,000

Income

£9,000,000

Expenditure

Expenditure

£7,000,000

Profit/Loss

£7,000,000
-------------£ 2,000,000

Additional Deduction

£3,840,000

Corporation Tax

£ 380,000

(lesser of (1) 80% of £4,800,000 and (2) £4,000,000)

-------------(£2,000,000 x 19%)

Profit/Loss

£(1,840,000)

Repayable tax credit

£

460,000

(£1,840,000 x 25%)

As the film production company made a loss of £1,840,000 after applying the
additional deduction permitted under Film Tax Relief, it would pay no Corporation
Tax, but would receive a repayable tax credit of £460,000. A difference of £840,000
which they could potentially invest in other projects.
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High-end Television Tax Relief
Who can qualify for High-end Television Tax Relief?
In order to qualify the company must be involved with decision-making and directly negotiate
contracts and pay for rights, goods and services. It must also be involved throughout
development from pre-production until completion.
What is being produced by the company must be certified as British by passing a cultural test.
If it does not pass the cultural test it must qualify through an internationally agreed coproduction treaty. The certification is organised by the British Film Institute (BFI) on behalf of
the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport.
For work which is uncompleted the BFI will issue an interim certificate and a final certificate
will be issued when production is completed.

•
•
•
•
•

The programme must be a drama, comedy or documentary
It must be intended for broadcast on television or streamed online
The slot length for the programme must be more than 30 minutes
The average core costs of the programme must be at least £1 million on an
hourly pro rata basis
At least 10% of the core costs must relate to activities in the UK.

High-end Television Tax Relief is not available in respect of:

•
•
•
•
•
•

advertisements or promotional programme
news, current affairs or discussion programme
Quizzes, game shows, panel shows, variety shows or other similar programme
Consists of, or includes any element of competition or contest
It is a broadcast of live events and performances
Is produced for training purposes

How much can you claim?
Qualifying companies can claim an additional deduction on their Corporation Tax Return
which will reduce their profits or increase any loss thereby reducing their Corporation Tax
liability. As an alternative they can surrender a loss in return for a repayable tax credit.

The additional deduction will be the lower of:

•
•

80% of the total core expenditure
the amount of core expenditure in the United Kingdom

Essentially, core expenditure is expenditure incurred on pre-production, principal
photography and post-production. It excludes expenditure on development, distribution or
other nonproduction activities.
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If the company is shown to make a loss after applying the additional deduction on it’s
Corporation Tax Return, all or part of the loss can be surrendered in return for a repayable
tax credit at a rate of 25%.
The claim should be made within one year of the company’s filing date and can be amended
or withdrawn within that period.

Working examples for High-end
Television Tax Relief
A TV production company has released the highly acclaimed show Ted Lasso for viewing on a
paid streaming site. It generates income of £6m in their current financial year and as part of
producing the show it has total costs of £4m.
Of the £4m in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of £2m(1).
Of the same £4m in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of £2m(2)
which was spent within the United Kingdom.

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if High-end Television Tax Relief was not
applied:
Income

£6,000,000

Expenditure
Profit/Loss

£4,000,000
--------------£2,000,000

Corporation Tax Due

£ 380,000

(£2,000,000 x 19%)

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if High-end Television Tax Relief was
applied:
Income
£6,000,000
Expenditure

£4,000,000

Additional Deduction

£1,600,000

(lesser of (1) 80% of £2,000,000 and (2) £2,000,000)

--------------Profit/Loss

£ 400,000

Corporation Tax Due

£

76,000

(£400,000 x 19%)

Should the TV production company apply the High-end Television Tax Relief, instead of the
company paying a Corporation Tax bill of £380,000 it would only pay £76,000, a difference of
£304,000 which they could potentially invest in other projects.
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Children’s Television Tax Relief
Who can qualify for Children’s Television Tax Relief?
In order to qualify the company must be involved with decision-making and directly
negotiate contracts and pay for rights, goods and services. It must also be involved
throughout development from pre-production until completion.
What is being produced by the company must be certified as British by passing a cultural test.
If it does not pass the cultural test it must qualify through an internationally agreed coproduction treaty. The certification is organised by the British Film Institute (BFI) on behalf of
the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport.
For work which is uncompleted the BFI will issue an interim certificate and a final certificate
will be issued when production is completed.

•
•
•

The program must be intended for broadcast or streaming online.
The primary audience for the programme must be expected to be under the
age of 15
At least 10% of the core costs must relate to activities in the UK.

Quizzes and gameshows can qualify providing the total prize available does not exceed the
value of £1,000. CTTR is not available in respect of:

•
•
•
•
•

advertisements or promotional programs
news current affairs or discussion programmes
panel shows, variety shows or similar
broadcasting of live events such as theatrical and artistic performances
programmes produced for training purposes

How much can you claim?
Qualifying companies can claim an additional deduction on their Corporation Tax Return
which will reduce their profits or increase any loss thereby reducing their Corporation Tax
liability. As an alternative they can surrender a loss in return for a repayable tax credit.
The additional deduction will be the lower of:

•
•

80% of the total core expenditure
the amount of UK core expenditure

Essentially, core expenditure is expenditure incurred on pre-production, principal
photography and post-production. It excludes expenditure on development, distribution or
other nonproduction activities.
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If the company is shown to make a loss after applying the additional deduction on it’s
Corporation Tax Return, all or part of the loss can be surrendered in return for a repayable
tax credit at a rate of 25%.
The claim should be made within one year of the company’s filing date and can be amended
or withdrawn within that period.

Working examples for Children’s
Television Tax Relief
A television production company produces several episodes of a children’s game show with
nominal prizes. It generates income of £1m in their current financial year and as part of
producing the game show it has a total costs of £800,000.
Of the £800,000 in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£400,000(1).
Of the same £800,000 in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£300,000(2) which was spent within the UK.

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Children’s Television Tax Relief was not
applied:
Income

£1,000,000

Expenditure
Profit/Loss

£ 800,000
--------------£ 200,000

Corporation Tax

£

(£200,000 x 19%)

38,000

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Children’s Television Tax Relief was
applied:
Income
£1,000,000
Expenditure

£ 800,000

Additional Deduction

£ 300,000

(lesser of (1) 80% of £400,000 and (2) £300,000)

--------------Profit/Loss

£ (100,000)

Repayable tax credit

£

25,000

(£100,000 x 25%)

As the production company made a loss of £100,000 after applying the additional deduction
permitted under Children’s Television Tax Relief it would not pay any Corporation Tax, but
would receive a repayable tax credit of £25,000. A difference of £63,000 which they could
potentially invest in other projects.
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Animation Tax Relief
Who can qualify for Animation Tax Relief?
In order to qualify the company must be involved with decision-making and directly
negotiate contracts and pay for rights, goods and services. It must also be involved
throughout development from pre-production until completion.
What is being produced by the company must be certified as British by passing a cultural test.
If it does not pass the cultural test it must qualify through an internationally agreed coproduction treaty. The certification is organised by the British Film Institute (BFI) on behalf of
the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport.
For work which is uncompleted the BFI will issue an interim certificate and a final certificate
will be issued when production is completed.

•
•
•

The animated programme must be intended to be broadcast on television or
streamed online
The programmes core costs on animation must be at least 51%
At least 10% of the core costs must relate to activities in the United Kingdom

Animation Tax Relief is not available in respect of:

•
•
•
•
•

advertisements or promotional programme
news, current affairs or discussion programme
Quizzes or game shows, panel shows, variety shows or any other similar
programme
Consists of, or includes any element of competition or contest
Is produced for training purposes

How much can you claim?
Qualifying companies can claim an additional deduction on their Corporation Tax Return
which will reduce their profits or increase any loss thereby reducing their Corporation Tax
liability. As an alternative they can surrender a loss in return for a repayable tax credit.
The additional deduction will be the lower of:

•
•

80% of the total core expenditure
the amount of core expenditure in the United Kingdom

Essentially, core expenditure is expenditure incurred on pre-production, principal
photography and post-production. It excludes expenditure on development, distribution or
other nonproduction activities.
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If the company is shown to make a loss after applying the additional deduction on it’s
Corporation Tax Return, all or part of the loss can be surrendered in return for a repayable
tax credit at a rate of 25%.
The claim should be made within one year of the company’s filing date and can be amended
or withdrawn within that period.

Working examples for Animation Tax
Relief
An animation production company produces a short series of cartoons to be streamed online
on CBBC. It generates income of £1m in their current financial year and as part of producing
the episodes it has a total costs of £700,000.
Of the £700,000 in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£600,000(1).
Of the same £700,000 in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£450,000(2) which was spent within the UK.

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Animation Tax Relief was not applied:

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Animation Tax Relief was applied:

Income

£1,000,000

Income

£1,000,000

Expenditure

Expenditure

£ 700,000

Profit/Loss

£ 700,000
--------------£ 300,000

Additional Deduction

£ 450,000

Corporation Tax

£

(lesser of (1) 80% of £600,000 and (2) £450,000)

--------------(£300,000 x 19%)

57,000

Profit/Loss

£ (150,000)

Repayable tax credit

£

37,500

(£150,000 x 25%)

As the production company made a loss of £150,000 after applying the additional deduction
permitted under Animation Tax Relief, it would not pay any Corporation Tax, but would
receive a repayable tax credit of £37,500. A difference of £94,500 which they could
potentially invest in other projects.
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Video Games Tax Relief
Who can qualify for Video Games Tax Relief?
In order to qualify the company must be involved with decision-making and directly
negotiate contracts and pay for rights, goods and services. It must also be involved
throughout development from pre-production until completion.
What is being produced by the company must be certified as British by passing a cultural
test. If it does not pass the cultural test it must qualify through an internationally agreed coproduction treaty. The certification is organised by the British Film Institute (BFI) on behalf of
the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport.
For work which is uncompleted the BFI will issue an interim certificate and a final certificate
will be issued when production is completed.

•
•

The video game must be intended for the sale and distribution to the general
public
At least 25% of the core costs must relate to activities within the United
Kingdom or European Economic Area (this applies post-brexit, however
legislation may change in the future)

Video Games Tax Relief is not available in respect of:

•
•

advertisements or promotional programs
For the purposes of gambling

How much can you claim?
Qualifying companies can claim an additional deduction on their Corporation Tax Return
which will reduce their profits or increase any loss thereby reducing their Corporation Tax
liability. As an alternative they can surrender a loss in return for a repayable tax credit.
The additional deduction will be the lower of:

•
•

80% of the total core expenditure
the amount of core expenditure in the United Kingdom or European Economic
Area

Essentially, core expenditure is expenditure incurred on pre-production, principal
photography and post-production. It excludes expenditure on development, distribution or
other nonproduction activities.
If the company is shown to make a loss after applying the additional deduction on it’s
Corporation Tax Return, all or part of the loss can be surrendered in return for a repayable
tax credit at a rate of 20%.
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The claim should be made within one year of the company’s filing date and can be amended
or withdrawn within that period.

Working examples for Video Games
Tax Relief
A video games company produces a the game Grand Theft Auto. It generates income of
£4.5m in their current financial year and as part of production of the game it has total costs
of £1.6m
Of the £1.6m in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of £1.1m(1).
Of the same £1.6m in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£900,000(2) which was spent within the UK/EEA region.

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Video Games Tax Relief was not applied:

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Video Games Tax Relief was applied:

Income

£4,500,000

Income

£4,500,000

Expenditure

£1,600,000
--------------£2,900,000

Expenditure

£1,600,000

Additional Deduction

£ 880,000

Profit/Loss

(lesser of (1) 80% of £1,100,000 and (2) £900,000)

---------------

Corporation Tax
(£2,900,000 x 19%)

£ 551,000

Profit/Loss

£ 720,000

Corporation Tax Due

£ 136,800

(£720,000 x 19%)

Should the video games company apply Video Games Tax Relief, instead of the company
paying a Corporation Tax bill of £551,000 it would only pay £136,800, saving themselves
£414,200 which they could potentially invest in other projects
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Theatre Tax Relief
Who can qualify for Theatre Tax Relief?
In order to qualify the company must be involved with decision-making and directly
negotiate contracts and pay for rights, goods and services. It must also be involved
throughout development from pre-production until completion.
Your company can claim if:

•

•
•

It is a live performance telling a story that is either a play, opera, musical or a
ballet
Performances are intended for the paying public or provided for educational
purposes
At least 25% of the core costs must relate to activities within the United
Kingdom or European Economic Area (this applies post-brexit, however
legislation may change)

Theatre Tax Relief is not available in respect of:

•
•
•
•

advertisements or promotional programs for goods or services
is of a sexual nature
use of live performances with wild animals
One of the main objects is to make a recording

How much can you claim?
Qualifying companies can claim an additional deduction on their Corporation Tax Return
which will reduce their profits or increase any loss thereby reducing their Corporation Tax
liability. As an alternative they can surrender a loss in return for a repayable tax credit.
The additional deduction will be the lower of:

•
•

80% of the total core expenditure
the amount of core expenditure in the United Kingdom or European Economic
Area

Essentially, core expenditure is expenditure incurred on pre-production, principal
photography and post-production. It excludes expenditure on development, distribution or
other nonproduction activities.
If the company is shown to make a loss after applying the additional deduction on it’s
Corporation Tax Return, all or part of the loss can be surrendered in return for a repayable
tax credit at a rate of 20%.
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There is also a higher repayable tax credit rate of 25% if your production is touring. Your
production will be classed as touring if:

•
•

There is a minimum of 14 performances in at least 2 separate venues
There is a minimum of 6 performances in 6 separate venues

The claim should be made within one year of the company’s filing date and can be amended
or withdrawn within that period.

Working examples for Theatre Tax
Relief
A theatre company puts on a production of Mama Mia in the West End. It is intended to be
performed at one venue. It generates income of £2m in their current financial year and as
part of putting on the production it has total costs of £1.7m
Of the £1.7m in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£600,000(1).
Of the same £1.7m in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£400,000(2) which was spent within the UK/EEA region.
Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Theatre Tax Relief was not applied:

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Theatre Tax Relief was applied:

Income

£2,000,000

Income

£2,000,000

Expenditure

£1,700,000
--------------£ 300,000

Expenditure

£1,700,000

Additional Deduction

£ 400,000

Profit/Loss

(lesser of (1) 80% of £600,000 and (2) £400,000)

---------------

Corporation Tax
(£300,000 x 19%)

£

57,000

Profit/Loss

£ (100,000)

Repayable tax credit

£

20,000

(£100,000 x 20%)

As the theatre production company made a loss of £100,000 after applying the additional
deduction permitted under Theatre Tax Relief, it would not pay any Corporation Tax, but
would receive a repayable tax credit of £20,000. A difference of £77,500 which they could
potentially invest in other projects.
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Orchestra Tax Relief
Who can qualify for Orchestra Tax Relief?
In order to qualify the company must be involved with decision-making and directly
negotiate contracts and pay for rights, goods and services including employing or engaging
with performers. It must also be involved throughout development from pre-production until
completion.
The production must also:

•
•
•
•
•

Be a live performance where it is performed by a orchestra, ensemble, group or
band
Be intended for the paying public or educational purposes
Be performed by at least 12 instrumentalists
Be consisted of a majority of instruments that are not electronically amplified
At least 25% of the core costs must relate to activities within the United
Kingdom or European Economic Area (this applies post-brexit, however
legislation may change in the future)

Orchestra Tax Relief is not available where:

•
•
•

The main purpose is an advertisement or promotional program
One of the main objects is to make a recording
The performance includes a competition

How much can you claim?
Qualifying companies can claim an additional deduction on their Corporation Tax Return
which will reduce their profits or increase any loss thereby reducing their Corporation Tax
liability. As an alternative they can surrender a loss in return for a repayable tax credit.
The additional deduction will be the lower of:

•
•

80% of the total core expenditure
the amount of core expenditure in the United Kingdom or European Economic
Area

Essentially, core expenditure is expenditure incurred on pre-production, principal
photography and post-production. It excludes expenditure on development, distribution or
other nonproduction activities.
If the company is shown to make a loss after applying the additional deduction on it’s
Corporation Tax Return, all or part of the loss can be surrendered in return for a repayable
tax credit at a rate of 25%.
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The claim should be made within one year of the company’s filing date and can be amended
or withdrawn within that period.

Working examples for Orchestra Tax
Relief
The City Of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra puts on a production of the works of
Tchaikovsky. It is intended to be performed for the paying public. It generates income of
£550,000 in their current financial year and as part of putting on the production it has total
costs of £120,000.
Of the £120,000 in costs during the financial year it has a qualifying core expenditure of
£80,000(1).
Of the same £120,000 in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£80,000(2) which was spent within the UK/EEA region.

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Orchestra Tax Relief was not applied:

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Orchestra Tax Relief was applied:

Income

£ 550,000

Income

£ 550,000

Expenditure

£ 120,000
--------------£ 430,000

Expenditure

£ 120,000

Additional Deduction

£

Profit/Loss

64,000

(lesser of (1) 80% of £80,000 and (2) £80,000)

---------------

Corporation Tax
(£530,000 x 19%)

£

81,700

Profit/Loss

£ 366,000

Corporation Tax Due

£

69,540

(£350,000 x 19%)

Should the orchestra production company apply Orchestra Tax Relief, instead of the
company paying a Corporation Tax bill of £81,700 it would only pay £69,540, saving
themselves £12,160 which they could potentially invest in other projects.
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Museums and Galleries Exhibition Tax
Relief
Who can qualify for Museums and Galleries Exhibition Tax Relief?
In order to qualify the production company must either be a charity or a company wholly
owned by a charity or local authority. They must contribute to the technical, creative or
artistic aspect to the exhibition, be involved with decision-making and directly negotiate
contracts and pay for rights, goods and services.

•
•
•

Organised collection of objects/works that is curated for public display that is of
interest, scientifically, historically, artistically or culturally
Potentially an exhibition comprising of a single object
At least 25% of the core costs must relate to activities within the United
Kingdom or European Economic Area (this applies post-brexit, however
legislation may change in the future)

Museums and Galleries Exhibition Tax Relief is not available when:

•
•
•
•

anything displayed is for sale
anything displayed is alive
Where there is a live performance by individuals (incidental exceptions apply)
It is organised as part of a competition

Although there can only be one primary company for the production of an exhibition in order
to qualify, where the exhibition is intended to be touring, one or more secondary production
companies may be involved, where it is

•
•

Responsible for producing and running the exhibition at the secondary venue
Engaged in the decision making process at the secondary venue

How much can you claim?
Qualifying companies can claim an additional deduction on their Corporation Tax Return
which will reduce their profits or increase any loss thereby reducing their Corporation Tax
liability. As an alternative they can surrender a loss in return for a repayable tax credit.
The additional deduction will be the lower of:

•
•

80% of the total core expenditure
the amount of core expenditure in the United Kingdom or European Economic Area

Essentially, core expenditure is expenditure incurred on pre-production, principal
photography and post-production. It excludes expenditure on development, distribution or
other nonproduction activities.
If the company is shown to make a loss after applying the additional deduction on it’s
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Corporation Tax Return, all or part of the loss can be surrendered in return for a repayable
tax credit at a rate of 20%.
There is also a higher rate of 25% if your exhibition is touring. Your exhibition will be classed
as touring if:

•
•

the original exhibition was intended to be touring at the initial planning stage
the exhibition is at more than one venue where there is at least 25% works
displayed at the original exhibition, displayed at each subsequent venue
not a period of more than 6 months go by from the dismantling of one venue to
the installation of the next venue

•

The claim should be made within one year of the company’s filing date and can be amended
or withdrawn within that period.

Working examples for Museums and
Galleries Exhibition Tax Relief
The British Museum puts on an exhibition of Egyptian treasures which it is to showcase at
their own site and is not intended to tour any other venues. It generates income of £2.5m in
their current financial year and has total costs of £1.5m
Of the £1.5m in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of £1.1m(1).
Of the same £1.5m in costs during the financial year it has qualifying core expenditure of
£1.0m(2) which was spent within the UK/EEA regions.
Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Museums and Galleries Exhibition Tax
Relief was not applied:
Income

£2,500,000

Expenditure
Profit/Loss

£1,500,000
--------------£1,000,000

Corporation Tax

£ 190,000

(£1,000,000 x 19%)

Corporation Tax filing would be as follows
if Museums and Galleries Exhibition Tax
Relief was applied:
Income
£2,500,000
Expenditure

£1,500,000

Additional Deduction

£ 880,000

(lesser of (1) 80% of £1,10,000 and (2) £1,000,000)

--------------Profit/Loss

£ 120,000

Corporation Tax Due

£

22,800

(£120,000 x 19%)

Should the orchestra production company apply Museums and Galleries Exhibition Tax
Relief, instead of the company paying a Corporation Tax bill of £190,000 it would only pay
£22,800, saving themselves £163,200 which they could potentially invest in other projects.
22
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Anti-avoidance
The relief is denied if there are any ‘tax avoidance arrangements’ in place relating to the
productions. Any arrangements entered into where the main object, or one of the main
objects, is to enable a company to obtain a tax advantage would be caught by these
provisions.

Next Steps
If you or your organisation have a potential claim for tax relief, or would like further
information about the process you can get in touch with us to arrange a no obligation
meeting either by phone or in person.

You can reach us either by calling on 0121 63 200 or you can send us an email to
enquiries@friendpartnership.com

Friend Partnership
Forward-thinking Chartered Accountants, Registered Auditors,
Business Advisers, Corporate Finance & Tax Specialists.

www.friendpartnership.com

Birmingham Office:
11 Brindleyplace, 2 Brunswick Square, Birmingham B1 2LP
0121 633 2000
London Office:
177 Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2H 8JR
0203 588230300

